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Newborn Session Guide 

Thank you for booking your newborn session with Paula Beaumont Photography! Booking a 

photography session for your newborn may come with a few questions. I hope to answer those 

questions as well as possible and help you feel relaxed coming into the studio so soon after 

bringing your baby home. The following is a guide to your session with tips and reminders of 

what to bring and what to expect. 

Where you’re headed 

I work from my home at 15 Low Green, Darley HG3 2QA – Tel: 07899 947 957. It’s really easy to 

find,  just off the main street in Darley with plenty of parking in my drive. 

Studio temperature 

Most images will be taken of your new baby without clothing. To accommodate baby the studio 

temperature is kept nice and warm. So dress with layers so you can keep cool! There’s plenty of 

water to hand if you need a drink. 

Feeding/session length 

To get these fabulous  newborn images I need your baby as sleepy as possible, try and keep the 

baby awake as long as possible and feed them just before you leave home or when you get to the 

studio. I know sometimes this just isn’t possible and we’ll just go with the flow. Newborn sessions 

are around three hours long. This allows time for you to feed, change nappies and for me to 

change sets and props. Fingers crossed your baby will sleep through most of the session, but I’ve 

noticed that sleeping or not, the stimulation of being posed, held, and wiggling around so much 

works up an appetite! Regardless of your current schedule with baby, planning for an extra feed, 

along with extra nappy changes, during the session is recommended. 

Props 

I have accumulated quite a lot of baby props, from hats, ties and headbands to full outfits! While 

your session is three hours long we aren’t actually shooting the whole time. I will try for at least 

three set changes – if you have any specific colours and props in mind I need to know this before 

your session so I can set them up. If you would like to look through the website for ideas, please 

do.  If you have anything of your own that you would like in shots please bring it with you. For 

example has Granny knitted a fabulous blanket, a Godmother given a special gift? Sometimes we 

can do more than three changes, but usually, by the time we finish our third one baby is tired of 

being moved around and is ready to go home.  
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Siblings                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Big brothers and/or sisters can be part of the session at the beginning only. Another adult must 

come to the session to be able to take them out after their photos with baby. Because newborn 

sessions take quite a long time and require quiet and patience, from experience brothers and 

sisters tend to get very bored!  

What to bring 

No clothing is preferred so outfits are not necessary, however, a special heirloom outfit or 

sentimental clothing item(s) can be worked with.                                                                                  

Any desired accessories that bring out your family’s personality: sports memorabilia, special hand 

me down items, family gifts, etc.                                                                  

Other accessories - shoes, nursery décor, headbands, booties, hats, etc.                                       

Extra nappies, wipes, and necessities for extra feeding 

Oil                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Please DO NOT put any oil on your babys’ skin before coming to the studio. Even if they are very 

flaky with dry skin. Oil just makes their skin shine under studio lights. 

Timings                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Your baby’s session is best done between the ages of 5-14 days so we still get that lovely 

newborn curl they have. Once you have booked your session and paid the deposit I will add you 

to my “due date” list and pencil you in around five days after you’re due. As soon as you have 

had your baby please call me to book the session – the earlier you call me the better chance we 

have of getting you in the 5-14 day time frame 

One final note                                                                                                         
Please please please do not worry about baby pooping and peeing in the studio! Lots of parents 

worry about this – they are naked, brand new babies – it happens. I’ve actually only ever had one 

session where it hasn’t happened!                                                                                                                                           

Thank you again for choosing Paula Beaumont Photography! If you have any questions or you 

want to talk about ideas for your session, feel free to contact me via email or phone.  
 

 


